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1. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
All semigroups considered are of finite order. All undefined notation is 
explained in [2, Chapters 1, 5-91. We assume the reader is familiar with 
the results of [Z, Chapters 1, 5-91. The purpose of this paper is to prove 
the following Theorem (1. l), the so-called Fundamental Lemma of Com- 
plexity (weak version). 
We recall that B : S ----- T means that 6 is an epimorphism (equal 
onto homomorphism) $i$ that sl, s2 ES, and s1 # s2 and Sls, = Ss, 
and s$P = ~$3~ implies &(sd # Q,), i.e., B is one-to-one on the Z-classes 
of s, 
Let #&S) and C(S) be the group complexity and the complexity of the 
semigroup S as defined in [2, Chapter 61. Then this paper is devoted to 
proving 
THEOREM (1 .l). Let S y(Mq+ T. Then 
C(S) < (C, 1) 0 cm 
and thus in particular, #&S) = #&T). 
We also recall that 8 : S ---++ 2’ if and only if B(s,) = S&> implies 
S1s, = SL, . Then on the w,y”to proving Theorem (1.1) we also prove 
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PROPOSITION (1.2). Let S 7 T. Then 
#o(T) d #c(S) d #o(T) + 1. 
Proof. Apply (4.1), (4.2), and (8.4). Then applying Theorem (1.1) and 
Proposition (1.2) we obtain 
COROLLARY (1.3). (Continuity of Complexity with Respect to Homo- 
morphisms). Let 0 : S -++ T be an epimorphism and let #o(S) = n and 
#o(T) = k, so k < n. Then there exist epimorphisms 
S=Sn-++Sn-l++.-~-++Sk= T 
so that the composite epimorphism is 6, and #o(SJ = j for j = k,..., n. 
Proof. Apply [2, Theorem 8.1.141, (1. l), and (1.2). 
See [6], where results stronger than proved here were announced and 
a discussion of the proof presented here is given. See also [l] and [3]. 
2. ELEMENTARY LEMMAS 
For extensive background and undefined notation, see [2]. 
NOTATION (2.1). S, T, etc. denote finite semigroups. X, Y, etc. denote 
finite sets. (X, S) denotes the finite semigroup S acting faithfully on the 
right of X. 
Let (Xj , Sj) be given for j = I,..., n. Let X = X, x *.* x X, . Let S 
be the semigroup of all functions # : X + X satisfying the following 
conditions. 
TRIANGULAR ACTION (2.2). Ifplc : X + X, denotes the k-th projection 
map, then for each k = I,..., n, there exists fk : A', x .*. x X, + X, 
such that 
Pk#(tlE ,...> t7c+1 3 tk ,...F t1) = f&k ,**., t1) 
for all ti E Xi , i = l,..., n. 
That is, the new k-th coordinate resulting from the action of 4 depends 
only on the values of the old first k coordinates and 4. We write # = 
Nfn Y..,fJ. 
k-TH COMPONENT ACTION LIES IN S, (2.3). We require fi E S, , and for all 
k = 2,..., n and all 
a! = (t&l )...) t,) E X,-l x *.- x x, ) 
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the function g, : X, - xk given by gd..vd = htyk, L ,..., td is an 
eIement of Sk . 
Then (X, , S,) X... 1 (X,, S,) = (X, rY) is the wreath product of 
(X, , S,) ,..., (X1 , S,), and (X, , S,) w ... w (X1 , S,) = W is the abstract 
semigroup determined by (X, W). 
We write 
(x,-KS) GGL,&) -I *.’ 1 Wl,fG) =(X, x *-- x Xl, W) 
if and only if (X, S) is faithful, xS1 = X, X C X, x *-* x 37, , XW _C X 
and (X, W) made faithful becomes (X, S). In this situation we define 
coordinate functions or coordinate machines (see [2, Chapter 51) by 
Mi : JZi’ --f X, with 
(M,(& )“., sn) ,...) M,(s, )...) s,)) = XSl * . . s, E x, x *‘* x x, . 
Then we have 
LEMMA (2.4). S << Mns x I** x MIS where << denotes subdirect 
product. 
Proof. For j = l,..., n Mj = h,Sf with /z&r) = (xs)~ , Thus q : 
S ---f+ Mjs defined by q(s) = [s], with f = Mj is a well-defined epimor- 
phism. 
On the other hand, s, , s, E S, s1 # s, implies there exists y E X so that 
ys, f ysa . But y = xs for some s E S so xss, # xssz and thus (xss~)~ f 
(xss& for some k for 1 < k < n. Hence Mk(ssJ f M,(ss,) so &) f 
ck(s& Thus the function lrcj must be one-to-one and Lemma (2.4) is 
proved. 
LEMMA (2.5). Let (y, Y, T) S (Y, , T%} 1-q. 1 ( Yl , Tl) with coordinate 
functions M, ,..., M, and let (x, .A’, 5’) < (XI, S,) 1 -I* 1 (X,, S,) with 
coordinate functions Nl ,..., N, . 
Assume for j = l,..., n 
(2.6) If Nis does not divide Cj’ w Mjs for any combinatorial semigroup 
C!,‘, then Sj is combinatorial. Then 
cm < tc, 1) 0 cm. 
(Notice Lemma (2.5) will imply if T and S “agree on all but the com- 
binatorial coordinates,” then #&S) = #&Q.) 
Proof. Let pk(S) be S acting on X projected into X, x *a* x X1 made 
faithful. Then Lemma (2.4) (or its proof) yields that 
pk(S) <S N,/ x a** x Nls. 
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But clearly for 1 < k < n we have p&Y.) / (S,) w pk-$3). Thus we have 
shown 
(2.7) NjS 1 (Sj) w (Njs_, x -I’ x iv/) 
for all 1 < j < n (with the convention that (SJ w 0 = (S,)). 
Now we claim 
w3) Njs / Cj W [fl(MjS X .** X MIS)] 
with C, a combinatorial semigroup for all 1 < j < y1 where n(R) denotes 
some finite direct product of R with itself. 
We prove (2.8) by induction on j. For j = 1 by (2.6) either N1 divides 
C,’ w MrS or S, is combinatorial. In the first case (2.8) is trivially satisfied 
by taking C, = C,‘ and in the second case we take C, = (S,) which equals 
Nf. 
Now assume (2.8) holds for j - I, j - 2,..., I and we must show (2.8) 
for j. By (2.6) either NjS divides Cj’ w A+‘/ or S, is combinatorial. In the 
first case, take Cj = C,‘. In the second case, (2.7) and induction implies 
(2.9) Njs / (Sj) w [(Cj-l w ~(Rj-l)) x e-1 x (C, w fi(R,))] 
with R, = itdks x **- x MIS. 
But the right-hand side of (2.9) divides (see 12,521 and [2, the proof of 
Fact 62.23) 
w w KG-l x *-I x C,) w (J7[R,-1 x -** x RI])], 
which divides 
It+%) w (C&l x *** x C,)] w [IqM,s_, x *-I x MIS)] 
= cj w [17(L44f?1 x 4-s x A!Ip)] 
with C, combinatorial. Thus (2.8) always holds. 
Now (2.8) implies 
(2.10) C(N,s) < (C, 1) @ LUB{C(M,S) : k = l,..., j). 
But Lemma (2.4) implies 
(2.11) 
C(S) = LUB{C(Nis): j = l,..., n) 
C(T) = Lu~~c(~~~): j = I,..., n> 
and (2. IO) and (2.11) imply C(S) < (C, 1) @ C(T). This proves Lemma 
(2.5). 
3. THE CONSTRUCTION Z(s) 
In this section we make the construction with which we attack Theorem 
(1.1). 
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The following is an algebraic adaptation of the construction of Zeiger 
employed in [7] or [2, Chapter 41. The reader may find the disguise perfect. 
The main innovation is the introduction of J* in equations (3.19), (3.28), 
and (3.39) to make the construction essentially independent of the partic- 
ular $-class ordering chosen. 
All undefined notation follows [2, Chapters 1, 5-91. Throughout this 
entire section S denotes a fixed semigroup. 
(3.1) NOTATION. 2, 2, W, and % denote the Green relations and 
J[x], L[x], etc. denote the $,64, etc. equivalence classes containing x. 
In the following, u will denote any ordering of the g-classes of .S 
subject to the condition that .Jk < J, as $-classes (i.e., SJ$’ Z S”J,S? 
implies q < k. This implies that J1 = H[l] = {I), the group of units of 
S, and J, = K(S’), the kernel of S. This condition is equivalent with the 
condition that & = Jj v ... u J, is an ideal of S and 
S’= z,31,3 .**31,3 ,@ 
is a principal ideal series of S with principle factors Jlo,..., J,“. 
Let X be a subset of S. Then PLI(X), read the principal left ideals 
generated by X, equals (5% : x E X). Let r be a set of representatives of the 
z-classes of S. Thus r(S%) = r(x), S%(x) = Sx and r(xl) = r(xz) iff 
SIp(x& = S+(x,) for all x, x, , x2 E S’. We will always assume that r(Sl1) = 
r(l) = I. 
In the following, e heuristically stands for “end,” b for “between,” 
R for “reset” or constant map, and P for “permutation,” and v denotes a 
member of {P, R). 
(3.2) DEFINITION OF THE STATES OF Z(S). The stares of Z(S) are all 









&Y, = PLI(J,) u ((b} x PLI(I,)), 
EYE = tip, R) x (0, 11 x Jx) LJ VI, 
EZ~ = J1 u PLI(&) u (b), 
cJfk = PLI(JA u (4 u W x PLWk+dL 
e Yk = W, R) x W, 11 x Jd LJ @, 4, 
~2~ = Jk u PLI(I& u (b, e] for 1 < k < n, 
EX, = PLI(J,) u {e}, 
EY, = UP, RI x (0, 12 x JA u 69, 
EZ= = J, u {e>. 
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In the following we will often write Jk* + (b, a) meaning 
Jk* 4 (W x PW,+d). 
We linearly order the coordinates of 4, (3.3), by 
and write (q)l = J1*, (q)2 = Bl*, etc. Thus (q)* < (q)r iffy < x. 
(3.4) By definition, a state q, (3.3), of Z(S) must satisfy: 
(3,4)(a) For some 1 < k < n, J& = j, E Ji, . 
(3,4)(b) If(q), = j, E Jk , then (q&, = e for ally such that x < y < 3n. 
If (q& = e, then (q)zi = e for all y such that x < y < 3~. 
ClearIy k and j, are uniquely determined by (3.4)(a) and (b). 
(3.5) DEFINITION. (a) Let Q denote the states of Z(S). Let 0 : Q --)r S 
be defined by O(q) = j, where j, is uniquely determined by (3.4). 
(b) Let h(b, 22~) = Sy, 
~~S~~ = sj, 
h(j) = sj. 
And otherwise h is not defined, e.g., h(b), h(e), and h(Bk*) are not defined. 
(3.6) By definition, a state q, (3.3), of Z(S) must satisfy: 
WW h(J,*) 2 h(J,*3 2 h(Js*) 2 h(J;) 1 --- , 
where those h(J&*) or h(Jz) not defined (i.e., those Jfi* and Jzl equal to b 
or e) are struck from the list. 
(3.7) By definition, a state q, (3.3), of Z(S) must satisfy the conditions: 
(3.7)(a) Jk* = (b, a) for some 1 < k < y1 and a: fPLI(l,+,) iff 
BkX = J$ = b. 
(3.7)(b) If B,* = B&1 = b for 1 d k, k + 1 < n, then Jh* = J& . 
(3.7)(c) If B,* = (R, i,jk), then J&* EPLI(J~) and r(Jk*) = j, , 
(3.7)(d) If Bk* = b and JZ+l E PLI(Jk+l) for 1 < k, k + 1 < n, then 
h(J,*) = J;+l . 
(3.8) Let q, (3.13), be a state of Z(S). Then, by definition, it is required 
that if Jk* = Slj,’ EPLI(J~) for some 1 < k < n (i.e. Jk* f 
(b, a), 6, e), then Bk* = (0, i,j,) with u E (P, R), i E (0, 1) and 
further, by definition, the following conditions hold: 
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(3.f-W) Sfj*' = sjk . 
(W(b) i = 0 implies Jk*l E PLI(I,+,). 
(3.8)(c) i = 1 implies J$ = j, E Jk . 
Notice that J$ = j, E JIc implies by (3.6)(a), (3.4)(b), (3.7)(a), and (3.3), 
that Jk* = Sjk = SJ& . 
This completes the definition of the states of Z(S). 
Let q, (3.3), be a state of Z(S). Let s ES’. Then we will define later a 
mapping s* : Q + Q with s*(q) written q * s* so that the following con- 
ditions (3.9)-(3.12) hold: 
(3.9) 
for all q E Q, s E S, and 
B(q * s*> = e(q)s 
(3.10) If q’ = q * s*, then (q’)z depends only on (q)l ,..., (q)= and s. 
That is, s* is in “triangular form” on Q. 
Actually the definition of s* given below will restrain the component 
action severely enough to prove the positive part of the prime decom- 
position theorem [2, Chapter 51, but we will take up these details later. 
The action s*, to be defined next, is given notationally, by the following: 
(3.11) 
4= 
We also require 









J# nl _ 
(3.12) Let q’ = q 1 s* be given, notationally, by (3.11). Then for each 
C = Jk# (respectively, 5;) with 1 < k < n such that h(C) is 
defined, there exists D = (q)l/ with D > Jk* (respectively, J&) 
such that h(D) is defined and h(D)s = h(C). 
(3.13) NOTATION. We say that (x1 ,..., xe) is an initial segment of 
(Yl I...) y,)iffk=Oorl <k<mandxj=y,forl <j<k. 
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Notice #, the empty string, is an initial segment of all strings. Let Q’ 
denote the collection of all initial segments of members of Q, the states of S. 
If Jk* = (b, Sj), then, by convention, SJk* = Sj. Also Se = e, 
Sb = b. 
(3.14) DEFINITION OF THE ACTION. Let u and r be arbitrary but fixed 
throughout this definition. See Notation (3.1). Then q’ = q * s*, given 
notationally by (3.1 l), with q’ depending only on q E Q, s E S, r and G, 
is defined by induction as follows: 
By definition, let the 0-th leader equal S’s E PLI(SI) and 4 is an initial 
segment of q’ and J,,* = J,$ = Jo@ = J,#, = S. 
(3.15) Then assume by induction that 
%n = (J1#, B,#, Jfl ,..., Jm#, Bm”, Jzl) 
is an initial segment of q’ with 0 < m < n and leader SqD E PLI(J,) with 
1 < m < p < n such that Sjp c J& E PLI(Z,+l). 














is an initial segment of q’ where the first 3m coordinates are given by (3.15). 
Then there are four main cases depending on what values J,* (nor J,“) 
assumes. Notice J,# does not depend on J,*. 
(3.17) CASE I. JD* = (b, Sva) with j, E J, . Thus a > p by (3.3). 
Then, by definition in Case I, 
(3.18) B,# = (R, 0, r(J,#)). 
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Further, by definition in Case I, 
(3.19) Jr1 = h(J”) s, 
where h(J*) equals thefirst term of the list 
NJ,“), NJ,*,),..., MJ,*_,)> ~(J,*_,,,), wJp*) 
such that h(J*) is well defined and 
(3.20) h(J*)s & J,“. 
Such an h(J*) exists since by (3.12) (which will be verified later indepen- 
dently of this present argument, see Remark (3.42) and Fact (3.41)), 
&W(a) J,” = Wd& 
with (q)d > J,* and (q)d f b, e, Bk*. Then by (3.6) and (3.17) 
&W(b) h(J,*)s $ J,“. 
So h(J*) must exist since h(J,*) satisfies the condition (3.20). 
Then we proceed by induction from 
ap = (Jf,..., Jgl, Jgl .  . . )  Jp#, BgX, Jgl> 
defined by (3.16) (3.18) and (3.19) with leader Jpl via (3.15). 
(3.21) CASE II. J,* = e. Then (3.4) implies (q)r = e for all (q)= < J,*. 
Thus B(J1*,..., J,*) = s, ES is well defined by (3.5). Then we claim 
(3.22) s,s E J,“. 
Since by (3.12) (which will be verified later independently of this present 
argument, see Remark (3.42) and Fact (3.41)) Js# = h((q)& with 
(q)d > J,* and (q)d f b, e, B,*. Then by (3.4) and (3.6) S’s,s _C Jv#, 
which proves (3.22). 
(3.23) CASE II(l). Case II, (3.21) and sls E J, . Then by definition 
in Case II(l) 
(3.24) B,# = (4 1, r(J,#)) 
and 
(3.25) J# =ss 
(qt;; = d ’ for all (q’)2/ -L (q’)= . 
This completes the definition of q’, (3.1 l), in Case II(l), (3.23). 
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(3.26) CASE H(2). Case II, (3.21), and s,s E Z$+r . Then by definition 
in Case II(2) 
(3.27) B,# = (4 0, ~(JP#)) 
and 
(3.28) J$ = h(J”) s, 
where as in (3.19) lz(J*) equals the first term of the list 
NJ,*), NJ,*,)Y.P ~(J;-,,J, NJ,*) 
such that II is well defined and 
(3.29) II( g J,“. 
Such an h(J*) exists since s1 = (q)d satisfies the condition by (3.22) and 
(3.26). 
Then we proceed by induction from 
% = (J1” . . . . Jzl ,..., J/, BP+, J$) 
defined by (3.16), (3.27), and (3.28) with leader J,“1 via (3.15). 
(3.30) CASE III. J, * = SjD’ E PLI(J,) and jD’s # j,‘, i.e., j,‘, jp’s E Jz, . 
In Case III, (3.30), we claim 
(3.31) J,*s = J,“. 
First by the argument given for (3.20) (a)-(b) we have 
(3.32) J,*s C J,“. 
Let J,* = S’j,‘, J,# = Sjp . By (3.30) and (3.32) j, , j,‘, jO’.s E JD and thus 
jD’s = x #‘j, . But (3.30) and (3.32) imply 
(3.33) zj, = x, x = jD1s, 
j, $ x, 
for some z E S. But then by the Green relations (see [2, 7.1.151) 
(3.34) jD’s = xpj,, 
proving (3.31). 
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Then by definition in Case III, (3.30), 
(3.35) if B,* = (v, i,j), then 3,# = (P, i, js). 
Further, by defkition, 
(3.36)(a) if J,*1 $ 3, or equivalently J,*1 E PLI(I,+,), then J,“1 = J&s. 
Then when J,“1$ J, we proceed by induction from 
01 ~ = (Jl+,..v J;, ,..., Jp”, B/, J$ 
defined by (3.16), (3.35), and (3.36)(a) with leader Js , via (3.15). We 
notice that J$ is the first term of the list 
MJ1*L., NJ;--L,l), NJ,*), MJ;l) 
such that h(J*) is well defined and h(J*)‘)s $ J,“1, since by (3.32) h(J,*)s = 
J,” and so by (3.6) only h(J,*,) satisfies the condition. 
Further, by de~nition, 
(3.36)(b) if J,*1 = j, E J, , then J,“1 = j,s and (q)s = e for (q')# < J,“1 , 
and this completes the de~nition of 4’ if Case II, (3.30), and J$ E J, holds. 
(3.37) CASE Iv. Jp * = Sjg’ E PLI(J,) and jp’s $ J, . In Case IV, 
(3.37), by definition, let 
(3.38) B,# = (4 0, r(J,#>) 
and 
(3.39) J$ = h(J*) s, 
whereas in (3.19), (3.28), and (3.36)(a) h(J*) equals the first term of the 
list h(J,*), h(J,*,),..., h(J$&), h(J,*) such that h(J*) is well defined and 
(3.40) h(J*)s E Jp”. 
Such an h(J*) exists since h(J,*) satisfies the condition (3.40) by (3.37) 
and (3.20)(a)-(b). 
Then we proceed by induction from 
% = (J,” ,..., Jzl . . . . J,“, BP”, J$) 
de&red by (3.16), (3.38), and (3.39) with leader J,“l via (3.15). 
This completes the definition of the action, (3.14). 
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(3.41) FACT. Let 0 and r be fixed (see Notation (3.1)). Then, for each 
s ES’, s* : Q -+ Q is well defined and satisfies (3.9), (3.10), and (3.12). 
Proof. Let q E Q. We must show q * s* = q’ E Q. With reference to 
(3.13)~(3.15) assume 01, E Q’ for 0 < RZ < n. Equivalently assume olrn 
satisfies (3.3) up to J$$ and LX, has no coordinates equal to e or satisfies 
(3.4)(a)-(b) up to fzl and satisfies (3.6)(a), (3.7)(a)~c), ~3.8)(a)-(c) up to 
.J* ml . Then clearly (3.16) is a member of Q’. Now assume Case I, (3.17), 
occurs. Then CX~ = (Jl*, J1: ,..., J$ ,..., J,“1> defined by (3.16), (3.18) 
and (3.19) is a member of Q’ as is easy to verify. Case II, (3,21), and 
its subcases are handled similarly. 
Now assume Case III, (3.30), occurs. Then by Green x H xs is a 1:1 
mapping of J$* onto J9# and there exists t E S so that y w yt mapping 
from J$,# onto J,* is the inverse function. Then for x1 , x, E JD*, X, p x2 
iff xls ,B xzs where /3 equals f or 2 or W or fl of S. Similarly for 
y1 , y2 E JP#, yI j3yz iff ylt /3yzt. See [2, Fact 7.1.151 anduse (3.31) or (3.34). 
Now all this together with (3.35), (3.36), and induction easily implies that 
olg E Q‘ satisfies the conditions in Case III. 
Finally, assume Case IV, (3.37), occurs. Then as in Cases I and II it is 
easy to verify that a, defined by (3.16), (3.38), and (3.39) lies in (2’. 
This proves s* : Q + Q is well defined. 
That (3.9), (3.10), and (3.12) are satisfied is easy to verify by the method 
employed just before. (To show (3.12) proceed via (3.15) and also argue 
that the leader of 01, satisfy (3.12) for some D > Jzl .) 
This proves Fact (3.41). 
(3.42) Remark. All the previous arguments remain correct if (3.15) 
is extended to include (3.12) (up to J$) and thus using (3.12) in (3.20)(a)- 
(b), (3.22), (3.36)(a), (3.40), etc. is vahd and non-circular reasoning. 
(3.43) DEFINITION. Let s, r, D be given (see Notation (3.1)). Then 
is, by de~nition, the starting state with respect to S. If we wish to explicitly 
denote the dependence on S we write (qo)s . 
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(3.44) DEFINITION. Let S, r, and u be given. Let 
Q = {qosl* e-e s,* : s1 ,..., s, ES) C Q. 
Then Z,‘(S)s denotes the subsemigroup of FR(Q) generated by {s* : s E S}. 
Z,,‘(S) denotes the right faithful transformation semigroup (Q, Z,‘(S)). 
See [2, 5.11 where the division of mapping semigroups is also defined. 
(3.45) FACT. The right regular representation of Sz, (SI, R(S’)) divides 
Z,,‘(S) in the sense of mapping semigroups. Thus in particular 
(3.46) S’ - zoys)s, 
C(s) d w,rms). 
Proof. Let l7 : Q + S’ be defined by (3.5). Then by (3.9), proved by 
Fact (3.41), we have 8(qs*) = O(q)s for all q E Q, s ES. Now use [2, Prob- 
lem X2.10 of 5.21. 
(3.47) NOTATION. Let S, r, and u be given. Let .I1 , J, ,..., J, be the 
y-classes of S in the order given by u. (See Notation (3.1).) For each k 
with 1 < k < n let C, : Jfio --+-t (Gk x RI, x LJ u (0) be a coordinate 
map for Jk . (See [2, Definition 7.2.91 for definition of coordinate map.) 
Here Gk is the right Schiitzenberger group of Jk , Rx denotes the W-classes 
of S contained in Jk , and LI, denotes the -Y-classes of S’ contained in Jk . 
By convention C,(a) = 0 iff a = 0. With no loss of generality we can 
assume 1 = lk E RI, n LI, . Letj, E J, be given with C,(j,) = (g, , a, , b,). 
We can choose t, s E S’ so that 
cm 9 %I > 1 .I> . s = GWg, , a, ,&J) = i, 
and 
GXg, , a, , 0) t = j,t = GW, a, , 1,)) = sap .
Let II$* : SjD ++ S’s,, be defined by LTj,(x) = xt SO I?j,(x’je = X) = 
x’sap . Then by Green, II?;’ exists and IIj;l( JJ) = ys. Further, nj, is 
independent of the particular t and s chosen. Also notice IIj,,(za) = 
IIjD(z) for z E Syg , if j,S $ j, . 
(3.48) DEFINITION (CODING THE STATES). Let S, r, and IJ be given. 
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We define d : Q -++ d(Q) by induction as follows: For q E Q C: Q given 
by (3.3), let 
(3.49) 
44) = d 
, 
=q, 
where q’ is defined inductively as follows: Let 1y1 be the smallest integer m 
such that 1 < m < n and J,* = Sj, with j, E JR&. Such an m exists by 
(3.3), (3.4)(a)-(b), and (3.7)(a), (b) and (d), which also imply that J1* = 
(b, Sf&), B,” = b, J;;1 = b ,..., J& = (b, SIJ;=), By-, = b, J;-ll = b. 
Then, by definition, 
(3.50) if (4%. 3 J,,’ and (q’)a f B,’ for all y, then (q’)a = (q)$ and 
if (q’)a 3 J,,,’ and (q’L. = B,’ so (q)$ = b, then 
. 
(3.51) Now suppose Jdr has been defined, and Jd* = SjG and j, E Jd 
and 1 < d < N, but Bd’ has not been defined. Then by (3.8) 
Bd* = (a, i,j,) E {P, R) x (0, l} x Jd . 
If (3.51) holds then, by convention, 
WW4 ?I 




where Cd&) = ( gd , ad: , U. 
And, by definition, 
(3.52) 3dr = (Eta*)‘. 
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Now let m’ be the smallest integer m’ so that I < d < m’ < n, and 
Jz, = Sjm~ with j,, E J,, . If no such m’ exists set m’ = n + 1. Then 
from (3.2) (or more specifically from (3.3), (3.4) and (3.7)) BB* = b or e 
ford < k < m’. Then ifBd* = (v, i, j,) we define 
(3.53) W, = ~jdt(q)z) for all J,*, < (da: -c &* with (da f B.*, 
with the conventions that 
J4&b) = b, G,(e) = e, 
17,,((b, a)) = (6, ITj,(a)) for o( _C Sjd . 
We see that (3.53) is well defined by (3.6). 
Further, by definition, 
(3.54) 
if Jz, < (q)a < Bd* and (q)% = Bk* = cy E (b, e}. 
Now if m’ = n + 1 we are done, and otherwise m’ < n and we can 
take d = nz’ in (3.51) and continue by induction. 
This completes the definition of the coding fl. 
(3.55) NOTATION. Let d : Q -++ d(Q) _C X where 
X = Xl x B,, x B,, x B13 x B14 x Xl, x ..a x X, x B,, x Bk2 x Bk3 
x 44 x x,1 x s-e x X,, x Bnl x Bnz x Bn3 x Bn4 x X,, 
with X, = PLI(J,) u {e} u ({b} x PLI(I,+,)), B,, = {b, e, P, R}, Bk2 = 
(0, 1, b, e>, Bk,, = {b, e} u RI, (see Notation (3.47)), B,, = Gk u (b, e}, 
and X,, = JI, U PLI(I,+,) u {b, e]. 
(3.56) DEFINITION. Let S, cr, and r be given. Let q E Q and write 
A(q) E q4 E d(Q) E QA. Then, by definition, 
(3.57) (44) sA = (qA)(A-ls*d) 
for s E S. Also ZO”(S)As E O-lZ,T(S)s d = the subsemigroup of 
F&l(Q)) = FR(QA) generated by {sA : s E 9). Zc7(S)” denotes the faithful 
right mapping semigroup (O(Q) = QA, ZGr(SYS). Clearly Z,,r(S) is iso- 
morphic to ZO”(S)A as right mapping semigroups via (A, 0) with B(s*) = 
d-4*Ll GE SA so 8(s,” -.- s,*> = SIA --- &A. 
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(3.58) FACT. Let S, o, and I be given. (a) d : Q -+ O(Q) is a one-to-one 










is such that (q’)% depends only on (q)l )..., (& . 
(b) Fact (3.45) remains valid if “Z,Y(S)” is replaced throughout by 
“Zbr(s)d” and ‘cZ,r(S)s” is replaced throughout by “Zetas.” 
(c) For s E S, sA : d(Q) --f d(Q) is in triangular form relative to the 
coordinates of O(Q) given in notation (3.55) of q” above. 
(d) The component action (for definitions see [2, Chapter 51 and the 
proof of (d) below) of ZO’(S)ds on O(Q) C X given by (c) above is as 
follows: 
(d,) Constant mappings or the identity mapping on all coordinates 
excepting possibly B14, Bs4 ,..., Bn4 . 
(d,) On B,, the right regular representation of Gk on Gk with each map- 
ping fixing b and e together with all constant mappings on Gk u (b, e). 
Denote this mapping semigroup by (G, u {b, e}, Gk#). 
(e) Let (X, X*) denote the right mapping semigroup consisting of all 
constant maps plus the identity map on X. 
Then Z,‘(S) = Z,q(S)A divides 
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ProoJ: We first prove (a). From the definition it is clear that d is in 
triangular form. Now suppose 1 < d < M and 
A(.J,*,..., J:--l.l , Jd*) = (J,‘,..., J& , Jd’) = 6,’ 
determines uniquely J1* ,..., J$& , Jd* and (3.51) holds. Then 6,’ and B,’ 
determine Bd* since if Bd* = (~1, i, j,) then by (3.8)(a) and (3.52) 
C,(L[ j,]) = 6, , and Jd* = Sjd d e ermines t L[ j,]. But by induction ad’ 
determines Jd*, which in turn determines L[ j,], which determines b, 
which together with 
lV\ 
determines Bd* = (I’, i, j,) since C;l( g, , ad , bd) = j, . Then clearly 
(&‘, Bd’,..., (q’)z) = 8,’ with (q’)s < JA, determines J1*,..., (q)$ since 17,;,’ 
exists. Now by induction via (3.51) we see that J1’,..., JL1 determines 
Jl*,..., J,“1 so A-l exists proving (a). 
The proof of (b) is obvious since Z,(S) and Z:(S)’ are isomorphic as 
right mapping semigroups. See Definition (3.56). 
We next prove (c). Suppose q E Q is given notationally by (3.3). Suppose 
we replace &* by B$* where 
if Bk* = a: E {b, e) and otherwise B$* = (Bk*)’ as given by (3.51)(a). 
Let DL : Q ---f+ a(Q) be given by a(q) = q** where q** equals q but with 
Bk* replaced by I?$* for all 1 < k < ~1. Then 01-l exists. Now the definition 
of A, (3.48), shows that a(q) ++ A(q) is in triangular form and thus also 
its inverse A(q) ++ a(q). Also by Fact (3.41) s* : Q ---f Q is in triangular 
form and so it is easily seen that a(q) I+ ol(q * s*) is also in triangular form. 
Thus A(q) i--, a(q) ++ a(q . s*) ++ A(q . s*) is also in triangular form 
being the composition of three such maps. 
We next prove (d). We must show for fixed 
4 = (Gh )-..> (4LJ E G’(Q)) 
and fixed s E Sz, the mapping (& H ($)2, of Y, into Y, (where Y, = X, , 
Y, = B,, , etc. in the notation of (3.55)) with ($)e defined by 
ml P..‘, GM sA = (Gal S...P m-1 f (4%) 
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satisfies (3.58)(d,) and (d,). We verify this by induction (via (3.15)) on the 
definition of the action s* : Q + Q w h ere we recall that from (3.57) that 
(q”) sd = (qd) d-?~*d for @ E O(Q). 
We assume (d) is true for fixed s o S’ up to owns of (3.15) and use the 
notation of (3.11) in the following. Then since by (3.16) under q I-+ q = s* 
(given notationally by (3.11)) J,“+l ,..., Jp* does not depend on J&.1 ,..., J,* 
but only on No’ and s, the component action in these coordinates are 
constant mapping for s* and thus also for sd in the corresponding coordi- 
nates. Now in cases I, (3.17), II, (3.21), and IV, (3.37), the component 
action of s* : Q -+ Q is constant for B,* and J,“1 and thus also for the 
corresponding coordinates of 8(q), namely, B,, ,..., 3, , Jpl . 
Now consider Case III, (3.30). Then (3.35) and (3.36) implies that sA 
yield constant or identity mappings in the B,, , B,, coordinates. Also 
(3.31), (3.34), and Green imply 9 yields the identity in the B,, coordinate. 
Further (3.35) implies the component action on Bk4 is right multiplication 
by 4 f WJ,) where G(,i,> = t g, , an, b), G(M) = ( gp’, a,, b,‘), and 
h, = g;‘g,’ defines h, . 
We now come to the heart of the matter. Let B,* = (v, i,j,). 
If (3.36)(a) applies with J* = Jzl or if (3.36)(b) applies then s* permutes 
in the Jpl coordinate. However in this case with s = Jpl and d(q) = q’ 
we have (using (3.35) and (3.53)) 
and so 
by (3.31) (or (3.34)), and Green. (See the last line of Notation (3.47)) 
Thus by (3.53) and (3.35) we find 
w>.% = We”‘), I 
where x = Jpl , and so the component action is given by the identity in 
this case. Now continuing by induction via (3.15), we verify (d). 
Finally (e) follows from (d) if we can show that each sA : O(Q) + O(Q) 
can be extended to a mapping of 
XI x 41 x 4, x 43 x &a x *-- x X, x Bnl x B,, x Bn3 x Bn4 x X,, 
(see Notation (3.55)) so that it is in trianguiar form and has component 
action satisfying Fact (3.58)(d), (d,), (dii). Well suppose s# has been con- 
structed with s# : X1 x B,, x .m. x D, -+ X1 x B,, x .*a x D, in trian- 
gular form with s” extending the restriction of 9 to X1 x ..+ x D, and s# 
satisfying (dJ and (d,) up through D, . Let 01 E X1 x ... x D, and 
Y E &+, be given. We must define s+( y, a))B+1 = fa( y). If OL E O(Q)‘, then 
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by (d)f, is either constant z, the identity, or multiplication by some g,,, , 
so in these cases definef,( JJ) = z,f=( y) = y,f,( y) = yg,,, with bg,,, = b 
and eg,,, = e, respectively. If 01$0(Q)‘, let fa( y) = y. Now continuing 
in this way we construct s#, 
This proves Fact (3.58). 
4. STATEMENT OF THE KEY LEMMA 
KEY LEMMA (denoted KL). Let S, CT, and r be given. Then 
(4.1) (C, 1) @ C(Zor(S)S) depends only on S and not on u or r. Thus 
cc, 1) 0 wv)s> 
is well dejined. 
Further, using Notation (5.1) 
(4.2) cc, 1) 0 c(s) = cc, 1) 0 cmw 
or equivalently C(S) w C(Z(S)s). 
Finally, let 19 : S -+ T be an y(s)-epimorphism. Then 
(4.3) CC, 1) 0 C(Z(W = W, 1) 0 WYTY) 
or equivalently C(Z(S)s) = C(Z(TY). 
Clearly KL implies Theorem (I. 1). The remainder of the paper is devoted 
to proving KL. 
5. PROOF OF (4.1) 
(5.1) NOTATION. C(S) M C(T) iff (C, 1) @ C(S) = (C, 1) 0 C(T). 
Clearly M is an equivalence relation. We note that C(S) % C(T) iff 
C(S) < (C, 1) @ C(T) and C(T) < (C, 1) @ C(S). 
(5.2) NOTATION (see Notation (2.1)). We now introduce some 
notation which will be used extensively. Let S, CT, and r be given. Let q,, 
be the starting state given by (3.43). Let q be given by (3.3). Then by 
definition the x-th coordinate machine M[(q),] 3 M[x] : ES” -+ A, , 
where A, is defined by (3.3) with A, = Xl, A, = Y, , A, = Z, , etc., 
is defined by 
(5.3) M[x](s, )...) Sj) = (q&* .** sj*), . 
Here M depends on S, u, and r but this dependence is usually suppressed. 
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(5.4) FACT. Let S, O, r be given and let M[3n],..., M[l] be the coor- 
dinate functions. Then 
S.5) ,ysy ff A4[3n]S x *** x M[l]S 
and thus 
(5.6) C(Z,F(S)s) = LUB{C(M[j]) :j = I,..., 3n). 
Proof. See the proof of Lemma (2.4). 
(5.7) LEMMA. Let S, CT, r, , and r2 be giuerz. Then 
(5.8) C(Z~(S)~) M c(z~(s)s). 
Proof. By symmetry it is sufficient to show 
WW c(z~(s)s) < (C, 1) @ c(z:(sy). 
Let M[3n],..., M[l] be the coordinate machines with respect to S, o, r, 
and let N[3n],..., N[l] be the coordinate machines with respect to S, 
CI, r2 . Then in the obvious notation we claim 
(5.9) mx1 = N.4, x’ f B,c, 





tl = Y E {b, 4 
V 
tz= i 0 jk’ 
then 
V 
tl== i 0 .ik 
iff tz = y E {b, e>. 
with j, P j,’ in S. 
with j,’ Y j, in S. 
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Both (5.9) and (5.10) follow by an easy induction via (3.15). Intuitively, 
“the error of choosing representatives r2 instead of representatives rl was 
not propagated by the action except in the B, coordinates.” 
Now define M’[B,J : A’S’+ Jk u (6, e, 0, I> for 1 < k < rz by 
(5.11) M’[B,] = (Jlc u {b, e, O})T1fhr20yM[Bk] 
(see [2, Chapter 51 for notation), where 
and 
Y = Y, = ({P, R} x (0, I} x Jlc) u {b, e) 
h:(Yu{*)) x Y+J,u{b,e,O,Z) 
is defined as follows: 
(5.12) h((R, & jk), cp9 i’,jk’>) = jk ) 
h(cP, hjk), tp, i',jk') = I, 
h(x, b) = b for all x, 
/2(x, e) = e for all x, 
h(x, (R, i’, j,‘)) = 0 for all x, 
h(*, (P, i’,j,‘)) = 1 when k=l, 
and otherwise h is defined in an arbitrary but fixed manner. Then 
(5.13) N[&] = j@f’[&] X M&1)2, 
where jr : S’-+ S’ x S is the diagonal map so j,(s) = (s, s) and 
jz:(Jku{b,e,O,Z}) x Y+ Ywith 
(5.14) j,(x, w, i, jk’)) = CR, 6 r&k’)) for all x, 
jdx, b) = b for all x, 
Ax, 4 = e for all x, 
j2(jk , (P, i, j,‘)) = (P, i, jk*) ifjk’ g jk in S’ 
and C,(jk*) = (gk#g+& h , ak# bk’h 
with ck(jk) = ( gk , @k , bk), 
and ck(r&k)> = ( gk”, ak#, bk#- = bk), 
and C,(j,‘) = ( gk’, a,‘, b,‘). 
j,(x, (P, i, j,‘)) is arbitrarily defined for x $ Jk or when j,’ is not 
B-related to x in S. 
Equation (5.13) can be verified by induction via (3.15) using (5.9) and 
(5.10)! 
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Now using [2, Chapter 51 (5.11) implies M’[B# divides C w (M[B#) 
with C a combinatorial semigroup. This together with (5.13) implies 
N&JS divides M’[&JS x M[B# which divides(C w(M[B&~) x (A4[B,]S). 
Thus, by [2, Fact 62.21, 
(5.15) www) G cc 1) 0 Cwm%lS) 
for 1 < k < n. But (5.9), (5.15), and Fact (5.4) imply (5.8)(a). This 
proves Lemma (5.7). 
(5.16) NOTATION. Let J1 ,..., J. be the $-classes of S ordered so as 
to satisfy the conditions of Notation (3.t). Let CT be a permutation on 
AL.., n) such that J,(r) ,..., JOcn) also satisfies the condition of Notation (3.1) 
or equivalently that 
(5.17) Jock) is a d maximal element of Jock) ,..., J,(,) for all 1 < k < n. 
Suppose a(j) and a(j + 1) are such that JOcj) and JO(j+l) are < incom- 
parable. Then clearly Jnb) ,..., &G) satisfies (5.17) if 1 < j < IZ and 
.Z7 = cr(j, j + 1) and D satisfies (5.17). We will call a change from {JVci,> 
to (Jflci)) as above, an elementary change. Then we have 
(5.18) FACT. Let J&) ,..., JO(,) and J&j ,..., &(,) both satisfy (5.17). 
Then either can be changed into the other by performing only elementary 
changes. 
Proof. It is sufficient to assume o(i) = i and to show that Jntr) ,..., Jn(n) 
can be changed into J 1 ,..., J, by elementary changes. First n(1) = 1 
since by (5.17) J1 = (11 is the group of units of Sr and thus the unique 
maximal element of J 1 ,..., J, . Now suppose Jz = Jnfi) . Then, by (5.17) 
with G the identity, we find that J, is a maximal element of 
{Jj :j 2 2) = {Jncjj :j 2 2). 
The last equality holds since n(l) = 1. Thus each of J&-cz) ,..., JIl(r-l) is 
incomparable with Jn(i) = Jz . Thus let 17’ = n(i, i - 1) a** (3,2), then 
J n’(l) = J1 , &fz) = J2 , JE,f3) ,..., Js,(~) is obtained by applying i - 2 
elementary changes to Jn(r) , JIT(2) ,..., Jrrcn) . Now we can continue in this 
way by considering Jntck) = J3 and k > 3, etc. until we obtain 5% ,.,., J, . 
This completes the proof of Fact (5.18). 
(5.19) LEMMA. Z:,(S) is isomorphic as mapping semigroups with 
.Z&(S)for any q , u2 satisfyivlg (5.17). 
ProoJ: By Fact (5.18) with no loss of generality we can assume o$$ = i 
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all i and (TV = (a, a + 1) with J, and Ja+l < incomparable and 
1 ta<a+l <n. 
For si* E Z_Td(S)s and s/ E Zr,,,+,,(S)s and s1 ,..., sk E L?S* let 
(5.20) a = q()s,* a** Sk* and p = qosl# *a* Sk+. 
Then we claim in the obvious notation that 
(5.21) (4 = (/% 3 xfa,a+ 1, 
and one of the following holds: 
(5.22)(l) 
= Goa 9 




with b, E J, , j, E I,,, , or 
(5.22)m 
’ 
@)a+1 = w. 9 
e 
(4 a+l= e, 
0 e 
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with b, E J, , or 
WWW) 
with b, E Jatl , j, E Za+z , or 
(522)(VI) 
, 
with b, E Ja+l . 
Notice the “duality” III t) V and IV t--) VI given by interchanging a 
anda+ l,b,andb,,etc. 
We now verify (5.21) and (5.22). We proceed by induction on k 2 0 
of (5.20). We let (case 2) denote case (5.22)(Z) plus (5.21). Let s = 
s~+~ E S. If k = 0 we are in (case II). We apply (3.15) to a maximal initial 
segment of 4 = ((ah ,..., (4a-1) = W% ,..., @L) E Q’. 
The symbol (F) denotes that a leader from (3.15) is such that 
172 < a < a + 1 < p (see (3.15) for notation) when beginning from (3.14) 
with q’ E Q’ and s. Intuitively in (F) we “fall past” a and a + 1. 
The symbol (e) denotes that (3.21) held with p < a for q’ and s, so 
coordinates will be constantly e for x > p including a and a + 1. 
The symbol (a) denotes that a leader from (3.15) equals S!&, E PLI(J,) 
with respect to s and q’. Intuitively in (a) we “fall to a.” 
The symbol ((a) + (P),,) denotes that (a) and (3.30) hold, i.e., “fall to a 
and permute” with respect to y and s where y is either 01 or /X See (5.20). 
The symbol ((a) + (W-P),,) denotes (a) and that (3.30) does not hold, 
i.e., “fall to a and not permute” with respect to y and s. 
Then we find by inspection, using the above notation, that the 
following holds: 
(Case I) 2 (Case I) if(F), 
(Case II) if (e), 
(Case III) if (a) + (w-P)=, 
(Case V) if (a + 1) + (-P)= , 
notice neither (a) + (P)= or (a + 1) + (P), can occur; 
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(Case II) Y+ (Case I) if(F), 
(Case II) if (e), 
(Case III) if (a) + (wP)~ and B(q’) = xi and xg $ J, , 
(Case IV) if (a) + (4’)= and S(q’) = xi and xIs E f, , 
(Case V) if (a -t- 1) + (,P). and O(q’) = xi and 
XiS $ J~+I , 
(Case VI) if (a + 1) + (w-P)* and tY(q’) = xi and 
XiS E Ja+1, 
notice none of (a) + (P)= , (a -I- I) + (P)@ can occur; 
(Case III) $ (Case I) if(F), 
(Case II) if(e), 
(Case III) if (a) + (P)GI, 
(Case III) if (a) + (wP)~ , 
(Case V)* if (a + 1) + (NP)~, 
notice (a) + (P)a occurs iff (a + 1) + (P), occurs and the cases not listed 
above do not occur. In the last case, marked (*)> recall Sb,s E PLI(f,,,) 
since J, and Ja+1 are incomparable and so h(J*) 2 Sb, in this case; 
(Case IV) -S, (Case I) if(F), 
(Case II) if (e), 
(Case IV) if (a) + (P), , 
(Case III) if (a) -t (wP)~, 
(Case V) if (a + I) + (-P), , 
notice (a) + (PX occurs iff (a + 1) + (P)s occurs and the cases not listed 
do not occur; 
(Case V) -G (Case I) if(F), 
(Case II) if(e), 
(Case V> if (a + 1) + (PX , 
(Case V) if (a + 1) + (wP)~, 
(Case III) if (a) + (W-P),, , 
notice (a) + (P)a cannot occur and (a + 1) + (P). occurs iff (a) + (P)@ 
occurs. This codd also be derived from (Case III) via the “duality” 
explained at the end of (5.22). 
(Case VI) 2 (Case I) if(F), 
(Case II) if(e), 
(Case VI) if (a + 1) + (P)= , 
(Case V) if (a -t- 1) + (-I%, 
(Case III) if (a) + (,P). , 
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notice (a) + (P), cannot occur and (a + 1) + (P)a occurs iff (a) + (P)b 
occurs. This could also be derived from (Case IV) via the ‘“duality” 
explained at the end of (5.22). 
This proves (5.22)(I)-(VI) and hence (5.21) using (5.22) and induction 
via (3.15). Now by inspection from (5.21) and (5.22) we find that 
(5.23) 0: determines /!I and /3 determines 01 with CX, /I defined by (5.20). 
Let Q1 be the states with respect to Z:,(S) and let Qz be the states with 
respect to Zgz(S). Thus by (5.23) there exists a one to-one onto map 
j : Q1 -.* Qz such that 
(5.24) Awl * ..* Sk*) C qoq# *a. Sk* 
for all s 1 ,..., Sk ES. Now each q1 E Q1 can be written as ql = q&* *+a sp* 
(see Definition (3.44)), and thus (5.24) implies j(q,s*) = j(ql) s# for all 
4% E Q1 or j-%*j = s#. Thus (j, Q) with fs(sl* e-0 s,*) = j-?sl* -*I s,*j = 
j-ls,*j +.*j-ls,*j = sl# ee.h# provides the desired mapping semigroup 
isomorphism between Zzl(S, and ZJJS). This proves Lemma (5.19). 
Notice j is not in triangular form. 
Proof 0s (4.1). Follows immediately from Lemmas (5.7) and (5.19). 
6. Z(S) AND MPE 
(6.1) DISCUSSION. In this section we investigate the relations between 
Z(S) and Z(T) when S’ --t+ T’. Every epimorphism 0 : S ++ TI which is 
not one-to-one can be written as 6 = & 1.. 3, where each f?$ is a maximal 
proper epimorphism, MPE. From [S] or [2,8.1] we know that each 8, is 
either an s- or ~(~~-epimorphism and in fact of Class I, II, III, or IV, 
see [5, section 31. In this section we describe Z(T) in terms of Z(S) when 
0 : Sr --++ TI and 0 is of Class I-IV, repectively. These lemmas will be used 
extensively in the remainder of the paper. The form of the analysis is 
similar to that form employed in the proof of Lemma (5.19). 
(6.2) NOTATION. If uT is an ordering of the $-classes of T satisfying 
the conditions of Notation (3.1) and 0 : S --++ TI is an epimorphism, then 
we can choose CT~ so that us(i) < as(j) implies c+(t’?*(i)) < 0,(0*(j)) 
where @(Jp> C Jesti) . When this condition holds we say as , ffT are @-related. 
In the following if 8 : S’ - T’ and we write Z(s), Z(T) we mean Z:;(S) 
and .Z~;(T) with us, oT B-related. 
In the following al1 undefined notation is explained in [5]. 
sSza/lo/r-4 
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(6.3) LEMMA. Let 0 : S -+-f T’be a Class III MPE (see [5, Theorem 51.) 
Let J1 < J, be the unique two &singular 8-classes of S and assume J1 
immediately foIlows J, in the OS-ordering. Then with no loss of generality we 
can assume TI as a set equals 27 - J2 with 0 the identity on S - J2 _C Sand 
e(J,) _C J1 . Let s, ,..., sk E ZS and let 
(6.4) a = 40% *... * sk in Z(S), 
p = qoe(Sl)* a.. e(Sk)* in Z(T). 
Then in the obvious notation 
(6.5) (4, = @h 3 x f JI , J, 
and only the following possible configurations of (Y and ,8 can occur: 




with j, E I = u (J, : J, < J1 in the us ordering}. 
We note if x E J1 u I then Sx = T’x, see Fact (6.7). 
(6.6)(111) 
with j, , j,‘, jl E J1 , j, E I, Sjl = Tyl , and Tqz = Sv=; 
(W(Iv) 
with j, , j,‘, j[ E J1 and T’j, = Sjl; 
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with j, , j,’ E J, , j, E I, Sjz = T’j, , tl(Srj,) = TIf?(j,); 
with j, , j,’ E J,; 
(6.6)(W) 
with j, , j,’ E Jz , j, , j,’ E J1 , and 19(Sj~) = Sjl = T’j,; 
(6.6)(VIII) 
with j, , j,’ E J, , j, , j,’ E J1 , O(SjJ = Srj, , and T’j, = Sjl . 
Proof. We use the notation and the method of proof employed in the 
proof of (5.21) and (5.22) changed only by replacing “a” by “2” and 
“u + 1” by “1.” 
Let q’ = ((4 ,..., (4) where (01)2+1 = (4JB, (c&+2 = (+, . In the 
following the ideal I = U {J, : y > a + 2). 
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(6.7) FACT. Under the hypothesis of Lemma (6.3) we consider 
Tr = (S1 - J2) as a set. Then for t1 , 2 t E T’ we have that tla(S1) t, implies 
t,a(T’) t2 where 01 is any of the four Green relations. Further, for 
t E J1 v I we have St = T’t. Also, for j, E J1 , j, E J, and Slj, 1 Sjl we 
have B(S’j) = T’e(j,) = S’B(j,) = Sjl . Also, if jz E J, and f?( j,) = 
j, E J1 , then j,x $ Jz implies j,x = j,x, etc. 
ProoJ The first assertion follows since 13 is an epimorphism. 
Now since for t E J1 u I we have St _C S - J8 we find St = e(Szt) = 
I!@~) e(t) = T’t verifying the second assertion. Finally, Sjz 1 Sjl and the 
previous argument implies s49(j,) = T’B(j,) = O(S~& 1 O(&) = T’e(j,) = 
T!il = Sql and O(j,), j, E J1 . Thus by Green e(j,) 9(S’) j, or SIO(j,) = 
T’e(j,) = SJ~ = T’j . Finally, if j, E J, , O( j,) = j, E J1 and j,x $ Jz , then 
j,x = e(j,x> = e(j,) ecx) = j,e(x) = O(j,x) = j,x. 
This proves Fact (6.7). 
Then we claim (using Fact (6.7)) 
(Case I) 5 (Case II) if (FL 
e(q’j = xi (Case I) if (e), 
(Case VI) if (2) + (wP)~ and xis E J, , 
(Case VIII) if (2) + (-P)n and xis E J1 
and so h(J*))s E PLI(J& 
(Case V) if (2) + (,P), and xis E I and h(J*)s E PLI(Z), 
(Case VII) if (2) + (-P), and xIs E Z and h(J*)s E PLI(J,), 
(Case IV) if (1) + (M-P)~ and xis E J1 , 
(Case III) if (1) + (wP)~ and h(J*)s E PLI(Z); 
notice (i) + (P), cannot occur for i = 1,2. Also under the fourth condition 
above (Case VIII) occurs because of (3.6) and Fact (6.7) which shows that 
Slj 3 Sjl implies Sql = B(S’j) = T’e(j,), for j, E J, , j, E J1 . 
(Case II) -% (Case II) if (I;), 
(Case I) if (4, 
(Case V) if (2) + (,P), and h(J*)s E PLI(I), 
(Case VII) if (2) + (w-P>, and h(J*)s E PLI(J,), 
(Case III) if (1) + (wP)~ , 
where we use Fact (6.7) and also notice that (i) + (P& cannot occur for 
i = 1,2; 
(Case III) A (Case II) if (F), 
(Case I) if (4, 
(Case V) if (2) + (w-P& and h(J*)s E PLI(Z), 
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(Case VII) if (2) + (NP)~ and h(J*)s E PLI(J,) 
and then (1) + (-PX , 
(Case VII) if (2) + (wP)~ and h(.Z*)s E PLI(.Z,) 
and then (1) + (P), , 
(Case III) if (1) + (wP)~ , 
(Case III) if (1) + (P)a , 
where we use Fact (6.7) and also notice that (2) + (P), cannot occur; 
(Case IV) -% (Case II) if (FL 
(Case I) if (4, 
(Case V) if (2) + (w-P>, and h(.Z*)s E PLI(Z), 
(Case VII) if (2) + (-P), and h(J*)s E PLI(J,) 
and then (1) + (-Z’X , 
(Case VIII) if (2) + (-P), and h(J*)s E PLI(.Z,) 
and then (1) + (P)a , 
(Case III) if (1) + (-P), , 
(Case IV) if (1) + (P). , 
where we use Fact (6.7) and also notice that (2) + (P)ll cannot occur; 
(Case V) 2 (Case II) if 09, 
(Case I) if (e>, 
(Case V) if (2) + (-P), and h(J*)s E PLI(Z), 
(Case VII)* if (2) + (-P), and h(J*)s E PLI(.Z,), 
(Case V) if (2) + V>, , 
(Case III) if (1) + (NP)~ , 
(Case III) if (1) + (P), , 
where we note that (1) + (P), cannot occur and we use Fact (6.7). We 
check the case marked *. Suppose in the obvious notation that 
and 
Then by Fact (6.7) (and (3.6) and Fact (3.41)) e(sql) = Svl’ = T’j,’ 
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and also Sjs,s C S’jz” by (3.6), (3.12), and Fact (3.41). Now either (1) + (P)B 
or (1) + (-P)s can occur. In either case 
i 
O(Sj~) 
(t% = v+, i#, j,#) 
o(h(Ji*)s) = h(J**)s 1 
and we are in Case VII. 
(Case VI) A (Case II) if (F), 
(Case I) if (4, 
(Case V) if (2) + (w-P)~ and h(J*)s E PLI(Z), 
(Case VII) if (2) + (wZ’)~ and 
h(.Z*)s E PLI(J;) and j,s E Z, 
(Case VIII) if (2) + (-J-P)~ and 
h(J*)s E PLI(.Z,) and j,s E J1 , 
(Case III) if (1) and j,s E Z, 
(Case IV) if (I) and j,s E .Z1 ,
(Case VI) if (2) + (P)a , 
using Fact (6.7); 
(Case VII) -G (Case II) if (FL 
(Case I) if (e>, 
(Case VII)* if (2) + (-P), and h(J*)s E .Z1 
and then (1) + (w-P>,, , 
(Case VII) if (2) + (-P), and h(J*)s E J1 
and then (1) + (P)a , 
(Case V) if (2) + (-P), and h(J*)s E PLI(Z), 
(Case VII) if (2) + (P)= , 
(Case III) if (1) + (P), , 
(Case III) if (1) + (w-P), , 
using Fact (6.7). We verify the case marked *. In the obvious notation 
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m, = (4 0, rdi~l) - 
~(h(J* *)s) = h(J* *)s i 
So we are in (Case VII): 
(Case VIII) 2 (Case II) if WI, 
(Case I) if (4, 
(Case VII) if (2) + (,,P), and h(J*)s E JI 
and then (I) + (w-P)~, 
(Case VIII) if (2) + (wP), and h(J*)s E J1 
and (1) + tP>, , 
(Case V) if (2) -1 (wP), and h(J*)s E PLI(I), 
(Case VIII) if (2) + (P)D , 
(Case IV) if (1) -t- (P)W , 
(Case III) if (1) + (,P), , 
using Fact (6.7). 
This completes the proof of Lemma (6.3). 
(6.8) LEMMA. Let B : S --++ TI be a MPE of class IV (see [5]). Let 
J1 , J2 be the unique two non-regular, non-comparable B-singular $-classes 
of S. Assume J1 immediately follows J2 in the us ordering. We can also 
assume vs and c+ are O-related and B(rs(s)) = r@(s)) for all s E S since 
Li?-classes map onto Z-classes. Let s1 ,..., sk E .ZS and let 
@.9)(a) ix = 40% * ..* Sk* in Z(S), /3 = go&)* -.- B(Q)* in Z(T). 
Then in the obvious notation 
(6.10) (46 = m 9 x # JI , Jz , 
and only the following possible conjurations can occur. In the follow- 
ing I equals the ideal {J, : J, < J1>. Also @(J,) = I = J a $-class 
of T’: 
(6.1 l)(II) 
wherej,EJz, j,EI, jE.T, i%&‘) = j, and v = v’; 
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with j, E J2 , j E J, e(j,‘) = j, and v = v’; 
wherej,,j,‘czJ,,j,EI,jEJ, @(j,‘) =j, and v = v’; 
(6.1 WI 
with ]I , jl’ E J1 , j E J and f?(j,‘) = j and v = v’; 
where j, E I. 
Proqc Using the notation and methods employed before we have 
(Case I) 3. (Case VI) if(F), 
si = 6(a) (Case I) if(e), 
(Case III) if (2) + (N-P)~ and S+Y E J, , 
(Case II) if (2) -+- (m-P>, and sis 4 J, , 
(Case V) if (1) + (-P)& and sis E J1 , 
(Case IV) if (1) + (-Pja and s+s 4 J1 , 
because (i) + (P), for i = 1,2 cannot occur and the following fact. 
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FACT (6.12). If 
then 
. 
Also, considering T’ equal to (9 - (J1 u J,)) u J as a set, we have 
Syz = T’j3: for all j, E 1. Further, if j’ E J1 U J, and e(j’) = j, then 
j’.s $ Jr u J, iff jO(s) $ J and ifjO r$ J we have j’s = j&s), etc. 
Proof. Sy, _C Sjz and J1 and J, are incomparable so j, $ J1 and thus 
j, e I. 
For s E S, sj, E I so sj, = e(sj,) = O(s) e(j,) = e(s) j, since 0 is the 
identity on S’ - (J1 u Jz). Thus Sj, = TV,. 
Finally, j’s $ J1 u J2 implies j’s = O( j’s) = O(j’) e(s) = j&s). This 
proves Fact (6.12). 
We next consider 
(Case II) 2 (Case VI) if(F), 
(Case I) if (4, 
(Case II) if (2) + (P), , 
(Case II) if (2) + (-P), , 
(Case IV)* if (1) + (wP)~, 
using Fact (6.12) and noting that (1) + (P), cannot occur. We check the 
case marked (*). In this case 
with j, E J1 and also J* > Sj, (since Sjzs C Sql by (3.12) and thus 
Srj,s E Slj, because J2 , J1 are incomparable). But then 
Wjd 
WJ = CR 0, dW)) , 
O(h(J*)s) = h(J*)s 
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with rS( ja = r=(O(jd) using fact (6.12) for the equality. (Since &!+jl)O(s) g 
T’j and SO we are in the case given by (3.37).) Thus we arrive at (Case IV). 
We now consider 
(Case III) --% (Case VI) if(F), 
(Case I) if(e), 
(Case 11) if (2) + (W-P), and h(.Z*)s E PLI(Z), 
(Case III) if (2) + (P), , 
(Case IV) if (1) + (-P), , 
where we use Fact (6.12) and notice that,if (2)+(-P), , then /z(J*)sEPLI(Z) 
because J1 and Jz are incomparable and if (l), then (1) + (M-P)~ and 
h(J*)s E Z, and (1) + (P), cannot occur. 
Next we consider 
(Case IV) 2 (Case VI) if(F), 
(Case I) if(e), 
(Case II) if (2) + (-P& and h(J*)s E PLI(Z), 
(Case IV) if (1) + (P)= , 
(Case IV) if (1) + (-P), , 
where we use Fact (6.12) and notice that (2)+(-P), implies h(J*)s E PLI(Z) 
since otherwise Sjz’ I Sql’, a contradiction, and (2) + (P)a cannot occur. 
We next consider 
(Case V) G (Case VI) if(F), 
(Case I) if(e), 
(Case II) if (2) + (P-), and h(.Z*)s E PLI(Z), 
(Case V> if (1) + (f% , 
(Case IV) if (1) + (M-P)~, 
where we use Fact (6.12) and notice that (2) + (PX cannot occur and 
(2) f (wP)~ implies h(.Z*)s E PLI(Z). 
Finally, 
(Case VI) A (Case VI) if(F), 
(Case I) if(e), 
(Case II) if (2) + (-JP)~ and h(J*)s E PLI(Z), 
(Case IV) if (1) + (-PX and h(.Z*)s E PLI(Z), 
where we use Fact (6.12) and notice (i) + (P)u cannot occur, and 
(i) + (-P), implies h(.Z*)s E PLI(Z). 
This completes the proof of Lemma (6.8). 
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(6.13) LEMMA. Let 0 : Sz --f-3- Tz be a MPE of Class I or II (see [5]). 
Then 8 is a $-epimorphism with unique e-singular y-class J. Then rs and 
rr can be chosen so that B(r,(s)) = r,(O(s)) since Z-classes must map onto 
Y-classes under a ,$-epimorphism. Let s1 ,..., sk E: ZSz and let 
(6.14) 01 = 40% * . . . sk* in Z(S), /3 = qoB(s,)* ..* B(s,)* in Z(T). 
Then in the obvious notation 
(6. I 5) (4, = @>;1: 9 x f J, 
and only the following possible configurations can occur 
(6.16) 
(4 = ($ WJ = (;;%J 
with the conventions that O*(b) = 6, O*(e) = e, O*(Stj) = 6(Stj) = 
T’$(j), O*(b, Slj) = (b, e*(S$)), O*(u, i,j) = (v, i, O(j)). 
ProoJ Trivial by applying the method of the previous two lemmas. 
See also Lemma (8.11). 
7. ENLARGING LEMMAS 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA (7.1). Suppose T divides S and C(T) w C(S) and (4.2) is true 
for S. Then (4.2) is true for T. 
Notice that Lemma (7.1) will essentially reduce the proof of (4.2) 
to verifying (4.2) when S is a wreath product of groups and combinatorial 
monoids. 
The proof of Lemma (7.1) follows immediately from the next two 
lemmas, (7.2) and (7.11). 
LEMMA (7.2). Suppose 6’ : S ++ T, with 0 an epimorphism and 
C(T) M C(S) and (4.2) is true for S. Then (4.2) is true for T. 
ProoJ Extend 19 : Sz + Tz with e(Z) = 1. If 0 is one-to-one, the lemma 
is trivial. Thus assume 0 = Ok *-. O1 where each Oi is a MPE. Thus it is 
sufficient to verify Lemma (7.2) where 0 is a MPE. Thus by [5] we can 
assume that 8 is of class I, II, III or IV and we can apply the results of 
Section 6. 
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First assume 8 is of Class I, II, or IV but not of Class III. Then by 
inspection from Lemmas (6.8) and (6.13) we see that there exists a function 
j : Qs --+a Qr so that 
(7.3) j(q0sl* ... .7,X) = q&s,)* I** q&J* 
for all s, ,..., s, E S1. Then proceeding with the argument given after (5.23) 
we find 0 : Z(S)s ++ Z(T)s, where @(s,* .*. s,*) = f3(s,)* a** 6(s,)* is a 
well-defined epimorphism. This is so since (7.3) implies j(qr,* **a r,*) = 
jWYrd * I*- @(I+,)* for all rI ,..., rm, 5 Sr for we can write q = qor& 1-m rZ;ro* 
for some rwk ,..., rel , r,, E S’ and apply (7.3). 
Thus C(Z(l”)s) < C(Z(S)s) and C(Z(S)$) < (C, 1) @ C(S) = 
(C, 1) @ C(T) by hypothesis. Thus C(Z(T)s) < (C, 1) @ C(T) and (4.2) 
is valid for T in this case by (3.45) and (4.1). 
Now assume B is of Class III. We will apply Lemma (4.3) and use an 
argument similar to the one empfoyed in the proof of (5.7) while supple- 
menting it with a slight variation of Lemma (2.5) used with Fact (3.58). 
Let N[l] : z1(S’) ---f S with N[l](s, ,..., sn) = s,, i.e., N[l] = Srrf. 
Let N[JJ, N[B,], A$&,],..., N[J,J, N[&], NIJ,,] be the coordinate func- 
tions of Z(S) so 
%Sl * ,.. 
Let M[l], M[J,], M&J,... be defined in a similar manner for T. We let 
for s, ,..., s, E S, and similarly for M[r, ,..., &I. 
Now (6.5) implies 
(7.4) Mb] = NM when x f 4,&, &, 4 ,&, & 
and Jz , J1 are the &singular fl-classes of 0 : S 3-t 3”‘. We denote by 
J, B, J1’ the three coordinates of the states of Z(T) given by (6.6). Let 
6 : ({P, R} x (0, l} x J) U jb, e) + J u (b, e) be given by 8(n, i,j) = j, 
S(b) = 6, S(e) = e. Then we claim 
(7.5) SM[B] i9r = A,(f x f x g, x gJ fq-2,~jv 
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where 
N:2(S’)+SzxQs=Q,=X, f = (J2 U (b, e))Orzf, 
gl = ((Sz x JJ u @, e>>m’f, g2 = (Jl u @, 4)orrf, 
and 
A, : (Ql u P?> x Qx -+ tJz ” G-s e, 0, I>> x tJ2 u QJ, e, 0, 0) 
x ((S-l x Jl) U (b, e, 0, I>) x (J1 U (6, e, 0, 1)) = 2 
is defined as follows. We write 
and the corresponding six terms of the form 
satisfy (6.6)(I), and etc. for II, III,... . Also 0 denotes any member of 
X u (*I. Then 
Now in the following (a) = I or II, (b) = V or VI and (c) is the remain- 
ing cases, i.e., (c) = III, IV, VII, or VIII. Also (al), (a~) both denote (a) 
but (al) and (a& may be different, etc. Now given 
suppose (;) under the action of s, * leads to a B coordinate of Z(T) via (6.6) 
of the form (a, i, j). Then we say d has (0) form. By inspecting the cases of 
(6.6) we find that the (v) form is well defined since the 8 part of B depends 
only on B(s2) and the J coordinate of the state of Z(Z) corresponding with 
S&X). But J equals S(J,) or S(J,>, whichever is defined, unless x = a. 
In the latter case either (R} occurs or the (u) form is not defined. Then by 
definition 
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if A is in (R} form and with respect to (b) we have 
By definition, 
C7*6)(41 MA) = h (-$j- , --&-) = 640, (3, .A), A) 
if A is in (R) form and with respect to (c) we have 
By definition, 
U’JW) h,(A) = h, (& , &) = (6 A’, 0, 0) 
if d is in (P) form and (c+* with respect to (b,) equals 
if A is in (P) form and (a)$, equals 
with respect to (c). 
By definition, 
O’.W’) 
if LI is in (P) form and (01)~~ equals 
with respect to (cz). 
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In the remaining cases hl is defined in a fixed but arbitrary way. 
Now let h, : Z + J u (b, e> be defined as follows. Let j, , j,‘, etc. 
lie in Jz and j, , jr’, etc. he in J1 = J. Let C, , C be coordinate functions 
for J, and J1 = J, repsectively. See Notation (3.47) and Fact (6.7). Then 
(7.7)(l) hz(e, e, e, e) := e 
f7.7W h&b, b, b, b) = b 
(7.7)(3) h2(j2 , j,‘, 0,O) = C-l( fg-lg’, a’, 6’) 
if WW) = (g, a, 6) and C(U?> = (g’, a, @) and W&YhN) = 
(g, a’, b) and C is the coordinate map. See Notation (3.47). 
By definition, 
(7.7)(4) MO, 0, (.G , j,>, A’> = C-Y &Fg’, a’, b’) 
if C(&j;)) = (g, a, b) and C(~(j~‘~) = (g’, a, 6’) and C~~~(~(j~)) = 
(2, a’, b). Notice that s, nowhere enters into the result. 
(7*7X5) MA , .A’, h , A), 1’1’1 = C-Y g( g’>-% a, 5) 
if x = h,(j, , j,‘, 0,O) and C(X) = (h, rs, 6) and x&s,) E J, C(X&S,)) = 
( g, a, W and C(W& = ( g’, a, b’) and C(&j,‘)) = (g, a, 6). 
In the remaining cases hl is defined in a fixed but arbitrary way. 
The verification of (7.5) is based on the following observations which 
follow from (6.6) by inspection. 
(7.8)(a) If 





with respect to (c,). 
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(7.8)(b) If 




with respect to (b,). 
(7*8)(c) ( f$,$ =A > 
in (P) form can not occur. 
Now (7.5) can be verified by direct calculation using (6.6)(I)-(VIII), 
Fact (6.7), and (7.8)(a)-(c)! 
Now clearly fs, gls, gzs and 24 are combinatorial semigroups. Since 
(GM[BJ)S = (6M[B]Br)s (7.5) implies by [2, Chapter 51 that 
(7.9) (SM[B])s divides C w Ns with C some combinatorial semigroup. 
Write A(t) = td by (3.56). Clearly jGMIB](A-l)r = (AM(A-1)r)Bk4 
for some function j where J is the k-th $-class in the ordering of the 
#-classes of T*. Thus consider Z(T)“ and Z(S)d in place Z(T), Z(S), 
respectively. Then by (7.9) Fact (3.58)(d), and noticing that jGMIB](A-l)r 
is the Bk4 coordinate function of Z(T)d, we find that (2.6) holds with the 
roles of N and A4 reversed. Then by Lemma (2.5) we find 
(7.10) C(Z(T)ds) < (C, 1) @ C(Z(S)“s). 
But, by Def. (3.56), Z(T)ds z Z(T)s and Z(S)“s r Z(S)s. By the hypo- 
thesis of Lemma (7.6) we can assume C(s> = C(T) and C(Z(S)s) < 
(C, 1) @ C(S). Thus (7.10) implies C(Z(T)s) < (C, 1) @ (C, 1) @ C(S) = 
(C, 1) @ C(T). Now this together with (3.45) and (4.1) proves Lemma (7.2). 
LEMMA (7.11). Suppose T < S and C(T) iu C(S) and (4.2) is true for 
S. Then (4.2) is true for T. 
Proof. Let M, M[l], M[J,],... be defined as before in the proof of 
Lemma (7.2) with respect to Z(T). Let N, N[l],... be defined as before with 
respect to Z(S). 
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Then by using the techniques employed just before in the proof of 
Lemma (7.2) (see also the proof of (8.15)) it suffices to prove that 
(7.1 l)(a) (SM[BkJ)S 1 Ck w (M]J,]” x NS X (ckVf&.])S), 
for each $-class Jk: of T’ where C, is a co~b~~~t~~~~~ semigroup and 
a is defined later (above (7.27)). 
We now proceed to prove (7.1 I)(a). As usual let 
(7.12) a = (qo) t,* **a ta” in Z(S), 
p == f&J r1” -*- tkr* in Z(T), 
for f, ,...? fl, E zl(TI). 
We will use the following elementary 
(7.13) FACT. If T < S, t, , t, E r, T1tl 2 Trt2 and tl$[S) t2 , then 
St, = St,, i.e., t,oEa(S) t2 . 
FrooJ: T’t, 3 TIf, implies St1 3 S1t2. Thus we have t&(S) tg and 
t, = xt, , x E S. But by Green this implies f&Y(S) t2 proving the fact. 
See [2, Chapter 71. 
Now choose an ordering TV of the y-classes of SK, J1 , Jz ,,,., J, satisfying 
(5.17). Then choose an ordering 
of the $-classes of T’ satisfying (5.17) so that (@J$ _C JQ and thus 
5”((*)Jj) E PLI(J,). We write 31 and @ of (7.12) as 










LEMMA (7.14). (a) (p)Jk# E ~~I((~)J~) implies there exists t E Tf so that 
J,* E PLZ(J,) atld Sr((*)J~#) = SJ,* = S’t. 
(b) J,” E PLI(J,) implies there exists a k and t E: T’so that (p)Jk: E PLZ((a)Jk) 
and SJ,* = S’(‘p’J,) = St. 
(c> Zf@)Bi@ = (P, i, (Plj*), tlm B,* = (P, i’, j,‘). 
582a/ro/r-j 
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Proof. We first note that (a) implies (c) since in the notation of (3.11) 
SzJD*s = S’J,# E PLI(J,) iff B,# = (P, i’,j,‘), as is easily verified by 
induction from (3.15). 
We now prove (a) and (b) together. Assume 01 and p of (7.12) satisfy (a) 
and (b) together and t = tk,~l E T’is given. We will verify that (a) and (b) 
both hold again for cut* and #It * by induction from (3.15) using Fact 
(7.13). In fact, we will prove an apparently stronger statement using the 
previous notation. 
LEMMA (7.15). (a) Let J, * = (b, S’s). Then there exists t E T’ so that 
S’s = S’t and (p)Jz* = (6, T’t) for all x with a( p - 1) < x < a(p). 
(b) J,* = e ifs (*)J,” = e for all x with CX( p - 1) < x ,( a(p). 
(c) Let J,* = S’s E PLZ(J,). Then there exists t1 , t, E T’, and E with 
1 ~~~~(p)andy,,y,,...,y,~T’,sothatforB(p)=cu(l)+...+ol(p-l) 
we have 
(7.16) h(‘P’J” 8(p)+j) is well defined and equals T’y, for 1 < j < E 
((*)J&j+m) = (b, Tit,) for E < nz < 01(p) 
and S’t, = S’y, = S’y, = ... = S’y, = S’s and if J,“1 E PLI(Z,+,) then 
S’t, = J,* , and if J,” = r we have Q3) = r E Tz and t, = e and 
(6, Tzt2) = e by convention, Notice 7.15(c) implies some (D)J,# E PLI((P)J,) 
with z = p(p) +j and 1 <j < E by (3.7) and (3.4). We also require 
that if h((p)J’ B(p,+f.l) = K is defined, then S’K = S’JZ . 
Proof. We recall that (3.4)-(3.12) holds for 01 and /3 since they are 
states, respectively, of Z(S) and Z(T) and Fact (3.41) applies. We verify 
Lemma (7.15) for nk+i = akt$+l and /I,+, = /3kt$+l assuming (7.15) is 
valid for iyk and Pk by induction via (3.15). 
(7.17) Assume a: = 01~+r = iuk(& , tk+l = t E Tz and in the notation 
of(3.15)weareat 
44 = (J1”, B1#, Jl”l v..., Jm#, Bmz, J&j 
with leader Sj9 for 01 and for t6? = /$+1 = pkt?f+l , tk+l = t E Tz 
we are at 











with 0 < d < al(m), m’ = /3(m) + d and leader T’t, with 
t, E T’ and t, E J, . Further, assume Lemma (7.15) holds for 
a(m), j&m’) and for ak, /& and SqD = S’t, . 
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Then applying (3.16) to both G(W) and /3(m’) yields 
for 1 < .Y < a(p) and IX( p - 1) + x = III”. 
Let t = tk,,l E T’. Now assume Case I, (3.17), holds with respect to 
a(p). Then we have a( p) extended to 
(7.18) (4P), B,# = (R, 0, r(J,#)), Jzl = h(J*)t) 
with leader J,“1 EPLI(Z~+J where h(J*) is defined by (3.20). Then with 
respect to /3(m”) we must also be in Case I, (3.17), since (7.15)(a) holds for 
ak , ,/3, . Thus p(m”) is lengthened to 
(7.19) (/3(m”), fP)zq$ = (R, 0, r(T’t,)), ‘“‘J;f,l = h(J”*) t) 
with leader h(J**)t and h(J**) defined by (3.20) with respect to p. Now 
from the definition of h(.Z*) and h(J**) and that (7.15) holds for sip , f3, , 
we find that 
s%(J*)t = s%(J* *)t, 
and thus (7.18) and (7.19) satisfy (7.17) with m replaced by p, etc. 
Now assume Case II, (3.21), holds with respect to R(P). Further assume 
Case II(l), (3.23), occurs. Then olfp) is extended to 
(7.20) CUP), .&,+ = (R, 1, r(J&, t’t, e,...) 
by (3.24) and (3.25) where B(oI,) = 6(&J = t’ since cyk, & satisfy (7.15). 
Then with respect to ,6(m”) we must also be in Case 11, (3.21), since (7.1.5)(b) 
holds for 01~) j3,. If Case II(l), (3.23), also occurs for j@z“), then &B”) 
is extended to 
(7.21) (~(~~), (P)~~~ = (R, 1, ~~(*)~~~)), t’t, e ,...) 
by (3.24) and (3.25) and clearly (7.20) and (7.21) satisfy (7.15) and (7.17). 
If Case U(2), (3.261, occurs for &n7”), then &z”) is extended to 
(7.22) (/3(m”), fP)Z3:$ = (R, 0, r(f”‘J;f)), ‘“‘J~Q 
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where @)J#f = h(J*)t is defined by (3.29). Now since (7.15) holds for 
a*, Bk, 8;;; = f@?,) = I’ E J, , and 01~ also satisfies (3.6) we see that 
S’h(J*)t = S’t’t, where h(T*)t is determined by (7.22) and t’t is determined 
by (7.20). Now, if (7.22) is in Case H(2), (3.26), we can continue as before 
but since 01~ , pk satisfy (7.15) we find that eventually we arrive at Case II(l), 
(2.23), at some (P)Jz#, i.e., (7.22) is lengthened from B(m’) z1 to 
/3(m’) z1z2 . . . z, and then finally we arrive in Case II(l) and end in (7.21) 
with /3(m’) zr .*+ --,ze ... e ..., where z is similar to the last three non-e 
terms of (7.21). Then this sequence /3(m’) z1 ... z,z and (7.20) satisfy (7.15) 
by using Fact (3.41), (3.6), and Fact (7.13). 
Now assume Case 11(2), (3.26), holds with respect to a(p). Then it is 
very easy to see that Case 11(2), (3.26) also holds with respect to P(m”) 
and the two new lengthened sequences satisfy (7.17) by similar argument 
employed just before. 
Now assume Case III, (3.30), holds with respect to IX.(~). Also assume 
J,“1 E PLI(I,+,). Then CX( p) extends to 
(7.23) (4~1, BP+ = (P, 0, .A J,*,t>, h(J*) = J,*1 , 
by (3.35) and (3.36)(a), where BP* = (0, 0,~) and Jp*t EPLI(J~). Then 
with respect to /?(m”) by (7.17) we must be in Case I, (3.17), Case III, 
(3.30), or Case IV, (3.37), since 0~~) pk satisfy (7.15). Also in any case we 
must have that (T’t,t) E (P)J$, i.e., Sz(Tzt,t) EPLI(J~) since JD*t EPLI(J,) 
and (7.15) holds for 01~ , pk . Now assuming Case I, (3.17), Case III, (3.30), 
or Case IV, (3.37), with respect to /3(m”), we have /3(m”) lengthen to 
(7.24) @(m ), ‘*)Bz? , ‘P)JEfl = L) 
with L the leader. If S’L E PLI(J,), then again we are in Case I, (3.17), 
Case III, (3.30), or Case IV, (3.37), and we can continue in this case to 
extend (7.24) until SL .$ PLI(J,) with L = (*)Jztl . Now in this case if 
L = (*)Jzzl $ PLI(J,) and m, is as small as possible, we will be in Case IV, 
(3.37), or Case I, (3.17), and in either case L = h(J**)t, as defined by 
either (3.20) or (3.40). But since (7.15) holds for 01~ and & we see that 
h(J*) = J,*1 of (7.23) (see discussion after (3.36)(a)) and h(J**) are 
related by S’h(J*) = S’(h(J**)) and thus SzL = SIJp*lt. Thus (7.23) and the 
extension of (7.24) until L 6 PLI(J,) are seen to satisfy (7.17) using 
the above, Fact (3.41), (3.6), and Fact (7.13). 
Similar arguments apply when Case III, (3.30), holds for a(p) and 
J,“1 E J, . 
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Now assume Case IV, (3.37), holds with respect to CY( p). Then z(p) 
extends to 
(7.25) (4 P>, Bps = CR W, NJ*)0 
by (3.38) and (3.39). Then with respect to /3(m”) we will be in Case I, 
(3.17), or Case IV, (3.37), which will yield 
(7.26) (/3(m”), (,‘B$ , (*)J$Cl = L) 
with L the leader. If SL E PLI(J,), again we are in Case I or IV and we 
can lengthen (7.26) until the last term is the leader L = ‘P’J~l~l and 
SzL # PLI(J,). Then as just before in Case III we find that (7.25) and (7.26) 
so lengthen until the last term L = (P)Jnll,l is such that SL $PLI(J,), 
satisfy (7.17). 
This proves Lemma (7.15) and thus also proves Lemma (7.14). 
We now turn to the proof of (7.1 l)(a) using Lemma (7.14). 
As before let 6(v, i, j) = j, 6(b) = b, 6(e) = e, OI(V, i, j) = ZI, a(b) = 6, 
a(e) = e. Then we claim 
(7.27) SM[(P)B,] = h,(((P)J, u (b, e})“‘f x J,“” x Jrf) hf2q 
-.- (M[(p’J,] x (aM[(p)B,]) x GNs[B,])%h,r 
with h, : T’+ T’ x Tz x TI given by Zz,(t) = (t, t, t), N,[B,] denotes 
N[B,] restricted to z(T’), 
X = (PLI((P)J,> u {e} U ({b} x PLI((P)Zk+l)) 
and 
x if’, R b, 4 x NJ, n T3 u {b, 4, 
h, : (X u {*}) x X + ((p)Jlc u {b, e, 0, Z}) x (J, U (0, Z}) x (J, u (0, Z}) 3 Y 
defined by: 
(7.28) For all x E X u (*}, h,(x, 00~ , 1~~) wg)) 
= (w2 , 0, 0), if w2 E {b, e}. 
For all x E X u {*>, h(x, CT%, R,jN = (rdWd,j,j), 
if j, E (p)Jk, j E (J, n T’). 
Let M(T’3;c , w2 , .,O, Wk , P, A) = (4 4 j), if - . 
3k ,.fk E cp)Jk, w2 E {P, R}, j, j E (J, n Tq. 
Let h,(*, (T’jl , P, j)) = (1, 1, j), if p and k 
equal 1, TIj, E (l)J1 , j E J1 n T’ = {I} = {l}. 
In all other cases let h,(x, , x2) for x1 E X u {*}, 
x2 E X be defined in a fixed but arbitrary way. 
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Finally, let h, : Y + (p)J, u (6, e} be defined by 
(7.29) hz(x, , xz , x,) = x1 , if x1 E (6, e}. 
Let j, E (*) Jk , jl , .A E J, , then MA , .A ,A) = 
C;‘(( g( g’)-‘2, a, 6), if C, is a coordinate system for Jp of 
S (see Notation (3.47)), (p)Jk _C J2, by the definition of 
(p)Jk , G(.h> = (g, a, b), C,(h) = 
( g’, a’, b’), C,(j,) = ( g, i& 6) and C;‘( g( g’)-‘g, a, 6) E T’. 
In all other cases let h,(x, , x2 , x,), for (x1 , x2 , XJ E Y be 
defined in an arbitrary but fixed way. 
Now (7.27) can be verified by direct computation via (3.15) using 
Lemma (7.14), especially (7.14)(c). N ow clearly (7.27) and [2, Section 5.21 
implies (7.1 l)(a), which implies Lemma (7.11). 
This proves Lemma (7.1). 
8. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In this section we prove (4.2) and (4.3), using the results of Sections 5 
and 7, which will complete the proof of the theorem. 
(8.1) DISCUSSION. By the definition of complexity, given S with #(S) = 
m, we can construct either 
(8.2)(a) S CC S’ < C, w G,-, w C,.-, w **. = W 
with C, , C,-, ,... combinatorial monoids and 
G,-, , G,,,--3 ,... groups, or 
(8.2)(b) S +C S’ ,( G, w CnLpl w G,vz w ..* = W 
with G, , G,-, ,... groups and C,-, , C,-, ,... combinatorial 
monoids, 
such that in either case C(S) w C(S) M C(W) and #(S) = #(AS’) = 
#(W) = m. Further, in case (8.2)(a) the projection epimorphism 
p1 : W ++ G,wl w C,,+, w ... = pvl( W) 
is a y(X)-epimorphism (see [2, 8.3.241) and C(p-,(W)) = (C, m - 1) 
so #(P-~(W)) = m - 1 < m = #(S). 
Similarly, in Case (8.2)(b) 
pel : W +-F C,-, w G,-, w .a. = P-~(W) 
is an A?-epimorphism (see [2, 8.3.241) and C(p-,(W)) = (C, m - 1) SO 
#(P-~(W) = m - 1 < m = #(S). 
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Now suppose by way of contradiction that (4.2) is false and let 5’ be a 
semigroup such that 
(8.3)(a) The statement (4.2) is false for S. 
(b) If #(T) < #(S), then (4.2) is true for T. 
(c) If / T / < / S /, then (4.2) is true for T. 
Then with W defined by (8.2) we have 
?w) = #(W and #(P-l(W) < #(Sl 
and thus by (8.3)(b) (4.2) must be true forp-,( W). 
Now we state 
LEMMA (8.4). Let 8 : S -p- T be an P’-epimorphism, then 
tW@) ~CW’ls) G W, 1) 0 G, 1) 0 CTW)s). 
LEMMA (8.5). Let B : S -+ T be a y(X)-epimorphism. Then 
(8.6) wx~)s> e (C, 1) 8 qz(T)s). 
Then we have 
LEMMA (8.7). Lemmas (8.4) and (8.5) imply (4.2) aRd (4.3) hold. 
ProoJ: If (8.2)(a) applies for 5’ of (8.3), then apply (8.6) and (8.3)(b) 
to yield 
cc, 1) 0 ctaw)s) 
< tc, 11 0 cc, 1) 0 w(P-,tmY) 
G w, 0 0 tc, 1) 0 (C, 1) 0 %L.,(W~s) 
G w, 1) co (C, 1) 0 tc, 1) 0 C(S) 
= (C, 1) @ C(S) d (C, 1) 8 C(W). 
Thus (4.2) holds for W by (3.46) and C(W) M C(S) so (7.1) implies (4.2) 
holds for S. This contradicts 8.3(a). 
Similarly, if (8.2)(b) applies for S of (8.3), then apply (8.4)(a) and (8.3)(b) 
to yield 
tc, 1) CD www) 
< CC, 1) 0 tc, 1) 0 G 1) 0 W, 0 0 GXP-,~W) 
< tc, 1) 0 CC, 1) 0 G 1) 0 G 1) 0 W, 1) 8 W-d W) 
= CC, 1) 0 G 1) 0 tc, 1) 0 ~t~-#‘)) 
= CC, 1) 0 V-6 1) 0 C(P-,W)) -G W, 1) 0 VI G CC, 1) 0 C(W). 
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Thus just as before @.3)(a) is false. Thus (4.2) follows under the hypo- 
thesis of Lemma (8.7). 
Now clearly (4.2) and (8.6) imply (4.3), which proves Lemma (8.7). 
DISCUSSION (8.8). Thus to prove the theorem it suffices to prove 
Lemma (8.4) and (8.5). Notice the whole point of Lemma (7.11) was to 
be able to have an T-epimorphism and not just an -.Y-epimorphism in 
Lemma (8.4) by proving that it is sufficient to verify (4.2) for IV. 
Proof of Lemma (8.4). For s, ,..., s, E S, let 
(8.8)(a) 
(see (3.56) and Fact (3.58)) and 
and 
Let M, M[l],... be defined similarly with respect to T. Since 19 is an d21-epi- 
morphism, if J1, Ja ,... are the x-classes of S, then O(J,), O(J,),... are the 
y-classes of T’. Also we can choose rs and rr so that rs(@s)) = 8(rT(s)). 
In the following C, is a coordinate map for Jk . See Notation 3.47. 
Let 8* : PLI(S1) + PLI(TI) be defined by 0*(X%) = f?(S’s) = T+?(s). 
Then 8* is 1 : 1 and onto, since 8 is an X1-epimorphism. By convention we 
let O*(b) = b, e*(e) = e, B*(b, S’s) = (b, 8*(S%)). Then we claim 
(8.9)(a) N[J# divides M[J#. 
(b) N[&# divides C,* w G, w (~[J~]~) for some 
combinatorial semigroup C,* for k = I,..., n. 
(c) NIBk,IS divides Cj w (N[J#) for some 
combinatorial semigroup Ci for j = 1,2, 3. 
To prove (a) we observe that N[J,] = (d*>-lMIJk] ar, as is easily 
verified by induction via (3.15). To prove (b) we notice that, under the 
action of sd for s E S, the new N[B,,] value depends only on s and the old 
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value of N[B,,] and N[J,], as is easily verified by induction via (3.15). 
Then Fact (3.58) yields (8.9)(b), since Gk# divides Ck* w GI, for some 
combinatorial semigroup Ck* (see [2, Chapter 51). Finally (c) is proved in 
a similar way as (b). Thus (8.9) implies 
(8,10)(a) NIJkls divides n/r[J,ls. 
(b) N[B,# divides C,* w GI, w (M[J#). 
(c) N[&ls divides Cj w M[J#, j = 1, 2, 3, 
with Ch*, Cj combinatorial. 
Now clearly (8.10) and Fact (5.4) implies (8.4)(a) proving Lemma (8.4). 
Proof of Lemma (8.5). Let 8 be a y(Z)-epimorphism which is not 
one-to-one. Then we can write 6’ = 0, *.. e1 where ej is a MPE and 
Bj .** 8, is a y(X)-epimorphism for all I < j < k (but each Bi is not 
necessarily a y(s)-epimorphism). See Remark 8.16. 
LEMMA (8.11). Let 8 : S --++ T and let N, N[l], N[J,] ,... etc. be the 
coordinate functions dejined with respect to S and M, M[l],... defined with 
respect to T. For J a f-class of S’ let J’ be the 2-class of T’ containing 
O(J). Then 
(a> ~Pkl(~I ,..., Sk:) = (P, i, j,) [respectively (v, i, j,)] implies 
thaw..., em = (p, i’&? 
[respectively (v’, i’, j,‘)] for all s 1 ,..., sk ES and either also implies that 
NJ& 1,..., src) = Sr E PLI(J,) and MIJlc’](e(s,),..., e(s,)) = O(S9) = T@(r). 
(b) Further, N[B&,..., sic) = (P, i,j,) ifSNIJle](sl,..., s& = S’s EPLI(J~) 
and s$ss, or equivalently S’ssl, E PLI(J,). 
Proof. The last assertion (b) can be verified by an easy induction via 
(3.15). Then it is sufficient to verify (a) when 0 is a MPE. But then by 
a long, but easy, inspection, using (b), Section 6, Lemmas (6.3), (6.8), 
(6.13), and their proofs, and [5, Section 31, (a) follows. This proves Lemma 
(8.11). 
We now complete the proof of Lemma (8.5). Let N, N[l], N[J,], 
N[B,], N[J,,] ,... etc. be defined with respect to S and M, M[l] ,..., etc. with 
respect to T. Then we claim (using 01, 6 as defined just before (7.27)) that 
(8.12) 6N[B,] = h,[(J,’ u {b, e})rlf x 
(J,’ u {b, e})rrf x (Jti U {b, e})“j x Zrf] 
h,r2x0(SM~B,] x crN[B,] x NIJ,])ohOr 
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where h, : S * T’ x S x S with h,(s) = (8(s), s, s), Jk’ is the $-class 
of T’ containing &.J,>, 
X = (Jk’ u (b, e}) x {P, R, 6, e} 
x UPLI(JJ u (6 4 u WI x PWk+dI = -3 
Y = (Jk’ U {b, e, I>) X (J,’ U {b, e, I}) x (Jk U {b, e, I}) x Z) 
hl : (x U {*>) X X + Y is defined by: 
Let b(x, (A’, R, ?hJ> = (A’, h’, r&?hJ, Wd 
for all x E X U { *}. 
Let h,((j,‘, U, SYJ, (ji , P, Syk*)) = (Z, ji , Z, Sjk*). 
In all other cases h, is defined in an arbitrary but fixed way. 
Finally, h, : Y + G, u {b, e} is defined as follows: 
(8.14) Let h,(b, b, b, b) = b. 
Let h,(e, e, e, e) = e. 
Let he(jk’, j: , j, , Svk*) = j E Jk 
if C,’ is the coordinate map for Jk’ and C,‘(O(jJ) = (g, a, b) and 
&‘(A’) = (g’, a’, b’) and &‘(jl) = (g”, a”, b”) and b = b’ and 
(Ck’)-l( g( g’)-lg”, a, b”) = y E 8(H), where H is the Z-class given by 
H = j,S n S!jk* n Jk and j = (Ori)( v), which is well defined since 0 
restricted to H, 191~) is 1 : 1 since l3 is a y(s) mapping. 
In all other cases h, is defined in an arbitrary but fixed way. 
Now (8.12) is verified directly using Lemma (8.1 I)! 
Now using (8.12) and Fact (3.58)(d) we can show that 
(8.15) N[x]s divides C, w n(M[B,] x ... x M[BJ), 
where n(S) denotes some finite direct product of S with itself and C, is 
a combinatorial semigroup. To verify (8.15) we note that (8.12) implies 
(8.15)(a) (GN[B# divides C w (M[Bk]s x d[Z3Js x NIJkls) 
for some combinatorial semigroup C. Also by (3.58)(b) and (d) 
@.15)(b) (wiV[B# divides C’ w N[Bk-Js 
and 
(8.15)(c) iV[J# divides C” w N[BkJS 
for some combinatorial semigroups C’ and C”. Then (8.15)(a) can be 
applied to (8.15)(b) and (c) to yield (8.15). 
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Now (8.15) and Fact (5.4) imply (8.6). This proves Lemma (8.5) and 
proves the theorem. 
Remark (8.16). Consider the example 3.1 of [4]. Let G, T, H be non- 
trivial groups, G = T x H, {X 1 ,.‘., %a> = {(b , l),..., (&I 3 1)) = { YI ,..., y,l. 
Then consider q~: S, ++ S, defined in the above reference and $: S, --)-f S,/= 
where s2 = s2’ iff s2 = sz’, or s2, s2’ E V - (0) and s2 = (a, (t, h), b) and 
Sal = (a, (t’, h), b). Then $I? : S, --+-f S,/= is y(X) but $J is not y(Z) 
and thus, writing Z+!J = Q& a=. +I with #z MPE, we must have that at least 
one I& is not y(Z) and also $9, = q& ... #lqs ... cp, with t,!~~, vj MPE. 
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